Published in 1917, "On Growth and Form" was the culmination of over twenty years of thought by the Scottish bio-mathematician, D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson, about the relationship between living things and physical phenomena. One striking aspect of the book is its extraordinary breadth, covering topics as diverse as temperature regulation, the growth of trees, and organ shape. Of course, it is arguably most famous for the development of the theory of transformations, whereby different biological forms can be explained through coordinate transformations of another form. The simplicity of such an idea -yet the complexity that can be derived from it -is a hallmark of Thompson's approach. These ideas have endured the test of time and now, a century after the first publication of "On Growth and Form", seems an appropriate time to reflect on this legacy. In it, five researchers give their personal perspective on the impact of "On Growth and Form" on their own work and their respective research fields. Olivier Hamant discusses how Thompson's ideas motivated the field of "mechano-devo", and the rise of interdisciplinary developmental biology. In particular, he outlines the importance of considering force when investigating processes such as organ scaling. A critical point is that the underlying physics is the same in both plant and animal cells. For example, membrane tension is critical across phyla and epidermal tension is essential for adhesion. This matches with Thompson's ideas -the biophysics stands above the underlying specifics of the biology. Thomas Gregor looks at the future challenges facing the burgeoning field of quantitative biology, particularly with regard to development. A key point he raises is the use of theory to make testable predictions in vivo. As an example, he describes Berg and Purcell's limits on information transfer during bacterial chemotaxis. He expands on this, and demonstrates how such ideas play an important role in gene regulation and cell fate. This demonstrates a critical point: the strength of theoretical approaches is that they are often not constrained to a particular system but can be applied across a range of biological fields. Timothy Saunders details how D'Arcy Thompson's models of soap bubbles can effectively describe many observed phenomena -but yet also have limitations. With increased imaging quality, we can now observe living organisms for longer and with higher resolution and such analyses are revealing the inherently non-equilibrium nature of many biological systems. The development of tools -both experimental and theoretical -for probing non-equilibrium systems is going to be essential for understanding many biological systems. CarlPhillip Heisenberg tackles the issue of how surface tension and force guide and determine development. He discusses different models for interfacial tension and contraction and how these have been tested. Advances in biophysical tools have been critical in recent advances in understanding the role of force in development. Further, he outlines the importance of theoretical models in deepening our understanding of growth. Finally, he compares in vivo and in vitro approaches to study cell sorting and clearly outlines the pros and cons of each approach. Lastly, James Briscoe and Anne Kicheva summarize the impact of Thompson's idea of transformations and morphospaces on developmental biology and trace the progression of these ideas through to Turing's classical work on pattern formation in development. They conclude by outlining the impact of these ideas on their own studies of neural tube formation and growth. A key aspect here is that the combination of theory and experiment was critical in understanding the emergence of pattern. In particular, theoretical approaches enabled a deeper understanding of the timing of pattern formation and a more molecular understanding of patterning and growth.
In it, five researchers give their personal perspective on the impact of "On Growth and Form" on their own work and their respective research fields. Olivier Hamant discusses how Thompson's ideas motivated the field of "mechano-devo", and the rise of interdisciplinary developmental biology. In particular, he outlines the importance of considering force when investigating processes such as organ scaling. A critical point is that the underlying physics is the same in both plant and animal cells. For example, membrane tension is critical across phyla and epidermal tension is essential for adhesion. This matches with Thompson's ideas -the biophysics stands above the underlying specifics of the biology. Thomas Gregor looks at the future challenges facing the burgeoning field of quantitative biology, particularly with regard to development. A key point he raises is the use of theory to make testable predictions in vivo. As an example, he describes Berg and Purcell's limits on information transfer during bacterial chemotaxis. He expands on this, and demonstrates how such ideas play an important role in gene regulation and cell fate. This demonstrates a critical point: the strength of theoretical approaches is that they are often not constrained to a particular system but can be applied across a range of biological fields. Timothy Saunders details how D'Arcy Thompson's models of soap bubbles can effectively describe many observed phenomena -but yet also have limitations. With increased imaging quality, we can now observe living organisms for longer and with higher resolution and such analyses are revealing the inherently non-equilibrium nature of many biological systems. The development of tools -both experimental and theoretical -for probing non-equilibrium systems is going to be essential for understanding many biological systems. CarlPhillip Heisenberg tackles the issue of how surface tension and force guide and determine development. He discusses different models for interfacial tension and contraction and how these have been tested. Advances in biophysical tools have been critical in recent advances in understanding the role of force in development. Further, he outlines the importance of theoretical models in deepening our understanding of growth. Finally, he compares in vivo and in vitro approaches to study cell sorting and clearly outlines the pros and cons of each approach. Lastly, James Briscoe and Anne Kicheva summarize the impact of Thompson's idea of transformations and morphospaces on developmental biology and trace the progression of these ideas through to Turing's classical work on pattern formation in development. They conclude by outlining the impact of these ideas on their own studies of neural tube formation and growth. A key aspect here is that the combination of theory and experiment was critical in understanding the emergence of pattern. In particular, theoretical approaches enabled a deeper understanding of the timing of pattern formation and a more molecular understanding of patterning and growth.
A common theme throughout these essays is the importance of quantitative biology. Indeed, quantitative approaches have facilitated the direct testing of many of D'Arcy Thompson's ideas. The idea that biology can be pursued without quantitative techniques is becoming increasingly obsolete and there is now a pressing need to teach such approaches to the next generation of developmental biologists. Of course, D'Arcy Thompson recognized this himself and was a renowned teacher at the University of Dundee. With the increasing engagement between the physical and biological sciences, old (but largely artificial) boundaries are breaking down and the distinction between the two will become somewhat meaningless for the next generation of scientists, something of which D'Arcy Thompson would likely have approved.
The five scientific essays are complemented by a biographical sketch of D'Arcy Thompson by Matthew Jarron, the curator of the D'Arcy Thompson museum in Dundee. He describes how the germ of an idea for "On Growth and Form" grew over many years before the eventual publication in 1917. The special edition also includes original artwork, including the front cover, inspired by the work of Thompson from Gemma Anderson (http://www.gemma-anderson.co.uk), artist in residence at the University of Exeter's Living Systems Institute.
We would like to thank all the contributors for providing their perspectives and the editorial team of Mechanisms of Development for helping us to hit the deadlines. 
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